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Games /  
Jeux

Prix variés

Booktails /  
Signets
$13.49

Gift Cards are  
available in any  
denomination  
and never expire!

The Perfect Gift  
for undecided!

Mugs /  
Tasses

$16.95

Throw Pillows / Coussins
  $24.95
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Noël / Christmas
Red and Lulu 
Matt Tavares 
JuveniLe FicTion
Ages 3-7 
Hardcover | $23.99 

Separation and miles cannot keep 
a determined cardinal from his 
loved one in an ode to serendipity 
and belief that is destined to be  
a new Christmas classic. 

9780763677336 

9781481486866 

The Little Reindeer 
nicola Killen 
JuveniLe FicTion 
Hardcover | $21.99

An enchanting Christmas story 
about a magical yet unlikely 
friendship between a little girl 
and a lost reindeer, lovingly 
told and illustrated with red 
foil highlights and interactive 
die cuts.

9781452145143 

The 12 Sleighs  
of christmas

Sherri Duskey Rinker,  
Jake Parker 

JuveniLe FicTion 
Hardcover | $23.99 

 When the elves discover that Santa’s 
sleigh is in a terrible state, they let 
their imaginations go wild—and 

soon there are sleighs of every kind, 
inspired by big rigs, motorcycles, 

zeppelins, and much more! 9780735235120 

christmas at  
the vinyl cafe 

Stuart McLean
FicTion 

Hardcover | $32.00 

Brimming with charm and humour 
(often at Dave’s expense), these 

twelve stories entertain on every 
page, reminding us what the 

holidays are all about.

© can Stock Photo / italianestro

10$*
Certificat cadeau
de

*Achat minimum de 20$
Date limite d’échange : 13 janvier 2018
Aucun remboursement ni échange. Non monnayable

Présentez ce coupon  
en magasin et obtenez 
10 $ de rabais sur  
votre achat.

Booktails /  
Signets
$13.49
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Enfants / Children

The enchanted  
castle
Samantha chagollan,  
evgenia Golubeva
JuveniLe nonFicTion
Hardcover | $21.95 
An English/Spanish 
Lift-a-Flap Fairy Tale 
Adventure. 
Featuring a fun mashup of  
familiar fairy tales, including 
Cinderella, the Princess and 
the Pea, Snow White, Rapunzel, 
and more.

9781633224131 

9781443163026 
9781481451604 

The Antlered Ship 
Dashka Slater,  

Terry Fan, eric Fan
JuveniLe FicTion

Hardcover | $23.99 

An inquisitive fox  
sets off on a seafaring  

voyage with a crew  
of deer and pigeons in  
this enchanting tale of 

friendship and adventure.

Picture the Sky
Barbara Reid

JuveniLe FicTion
 Hardcover | $19.99 

 Wherever we may be,  
we share the same sky. But  

every hour, every day, every 
season, whether in the city or  

the forest, it is different.  
The sky tells many stories:  

in the weather, in the clouds,  
in the stars, in the imagination.

9781770859654 

Love You Forever 
Pop-up edition 
Robert Munsch,  
Sheila McGraw
JuveniLe FicTion
Hardcover | $29.95 

The much-loved bestseller, 
now in a pop-up edition. 
When we published Love You 
Forever in 1986, we thought 
it had great appeal. But we  
had no idea that booksellers  
would love it and sell  
30 million copies. 

9781101918777 

The Bad Mood  
and the Stick
Lemony Snicket,  
Matthew Forsythe
JuveniLe FicTion 
Ages 4-8
Hardcover | $22.99 

Where did the bad mood  
come from? 

Who picked up the stick? 

You never know what is 
going to happen.

9781368003544 

Bruce’s Big Move
Bruce Ryan, T Higgins
JuveniLe FicTion
Hardcover | $18.99 

A hilarious sequel for fans of 
the previous Bruce books, as 
well as a standalone discovery 
for new readers, Bruce’s next 
reluctant adventure is sure to 
keep kids giggling.
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Jeunesse / Juvenile

A Tale of  
Two Kittie  
Dog Man #3
Dav Pilkey
JuveniLe FicTion
Hardcover | $12.99 

From the Creator of  
Captain Underpants.

Dog Man is back, and he’s about 
to be bested by the world’s most 
conniving cat crook!

9780545935210 

9781419725579 

The end of Time  
(Poptropica Book 4)  
Poptropica 
Kory Merritt, Mitch Krpata,  
Jeff Kinney
JuveniLe FicTion
Hardcover | $11.99 

As our heroes band together to save 
the mysterious, uncharted island 
world and find a way home, they 
are reminded of crucial events from 
their pasts — including how they 
were transported to Poptropica in the 

first place.

9780760355282 

creature Files  
Dinosaurs  
creature Files (series)
L J Tracosas 
JuveniLe nonFicTion
Hardcover | $19.99 

In Creature Files: Dinosaurs, you’ll 
peer inside the jaws of these 
fearsome creatures, discovering 
what they really looked like, where 
they roamed, and what they ate, 
using many of the same tools  
that actual paleontologists do.

9781338067118 

The Baby-sitters club 
Graphix #5

Ann M Martin,  
Gale Galligan, Braden Lamb

JuveniLe FicTion
Paperback | $13.99 

Dawn Schafer is the newest  
member of The Baby-sitters Club.

While she’s still adjusting to life in 

Stoneybrook after moving from sunny 
California, she’s eager to accept  

her first big job. But taking care of  
the three Barrett kids would be  

too much for any baby-sitter.

9781454926146 

App of the  
Living Dead 

Gamer Squad #3 
Kim Harrington

JuveniLe FicTion
Paperback | $8.50 

Pokemon Go meets The Goonies in 
this exciting new adventure series!

Monsters. Aliens. What’s next?  
Use your BRAINS and figure it out!

In their third exciting adventure, 
Bex and Charlie battle the living 

dead — ZOMBIES.

9780062479396 

Runny Babbit 
Returns 
Shel Silverstein 
JuveniLe FicTion
Hardcover | $24.99 

Runny Babbit Returns, 
a collection of 41 never-
before-published poems 
and drawings, features 
Runny and other woodland 
characters who speak  
a topsy-turvy language  
all their own.
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Jeunesse/Young Adult
Dork Diaries 12: Tales 
from a not-So-Secret 
crush catastrophe
Rachel Renee Russell,  
Rachel Ren Russell
JuveniLe FicTion
Hardcover | $18.99 

In Nikki Maxwell’s newest diary, it’s  
the countdown to the end of the school 

year, and Nikki’s juggling some big 
questions about how she’ll spend  
her summer.9781534405608 

9781423160939 

9780062402363 

9781444936704 

9781338157475 

9781419725456 

Magnus chase and  
the Gods of Asgard 

Rick Riordan 
JuveniLe FicTion

Hardcover | $19.99 

Magnus Chase, a once-homeless teen,  

is a resident of the Hotel Valhalla and 

one of Odin’s chosen warriors. As the son 

of Frey, the god of summer, fertility, and 

health, Magnus isn’t naturally inclined 
to fighting. But he has strong and 

steadfast friends, including Hearthstone 

the elf, Blitzen the dwarf, and Samirah 
the Valkyrie.

Timeless: Diego  
and the Rangers of  

the vastlantic 
Timeless #1 

Armand Baltazar 
JuveniLe FicTion 

 Ages 8-12
Hardcover | $24.99 

For fans of Rick Riordan and  

Brian Selznick, author-artist Armand 
Baltazar introduces Timeless: Diego 

and the Rangers of the Vastlantic,  
the first in a new science fiction/

fantasy series that explores a world 
painted new by the Time Collision. 

Integrating art and text, this epic and 
cinematic adventure features more 

than 150 full-color illustrations.

The Getaway  
(Diary of a Wimpy 
Kid Book 12)
Jeff Kinney 
JuveniLe FicTion 
Hardcover | $16.95 

With the cold weather and  
the stress of the approaching 
holiday season, the Heffleys 
decide to escape to a tropical 
island resort for some much-
needed rest and relaxation.  
A few days in paradise should  
do wonders for Greg and his 
frazzled family.

The Secret of  
nightingale Wood
Lucy Strange
YounG ADuLT FicTion
Hardcover | $22.99 

1919. Mama is ill. Father has taken  
a job abroad. Nanny Jane is too busy  

to pay any attention to Henrietta and  

the things she sees – or thinks she  
sees – in the shadows of their new 
home, Hope House.

The Wizards  
of once
cressida cowell 
JuveniLe FicTion
Hardcover | $16.99 

From the bestselling author of 
How to Train Your Dragon comes 
an exciting high – adventure 
series – set in an ancient, 
magical time, full of Wizards, 
Warriors, Giants and Sprites.
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Jeunesse/Young Adult

Insignificant  
events in the  
Life of a cactus
Dusti Bowling
JuveniLe FicTion
Hardcover | $16.95 

“ Aven is a perky, hilarious,  
and inspiring protagonist whose 
attitude and humor will linger even 
after the last page has turned.”

Charming and memorable.  
An excellent choice for middle 
grade collections and classrooms.

9781454923459 

9781524720193 

Wonder 
Movie Tie-in  
edition
R J Palacio
JuveniLe FicTion 
Ages 8-12
Hardcover | $22.99 

Over 6 million people have fallen 
in love with Wonder and Auggie 
Pullman, the ordinary boy with 
the extraordinary face, who 
inspired a movement to Choose 
Kind. This special movie tie-in 
edition features an eight-page 
full-color insert with photos  
from the film.

9781419727252 

Lumberjanes:  
unicorn Power 

Mariko Tamaki, Brooke Allen 
JuveniLe FicTion

Hardcover | $17.99 

This hilarious, rollicking adventure 

series brings the beloved Lumberjanes 
characters into a novel format with 

brand-new adventures.

9780375815300 

The Book of Dust:  
La Belle Sauvage 

Philip Pullman 
ADuLT FicTion 

Ages 14+
Hardcover | $29.99 

Renowned storyteller Philip 
Pullman returns to the parallel 
world of Lyra Belacqua and His 

Dark Materials for a thrilling 
and epic adventure in which 

daemons, alethiometers, and the 
Magisterium all play a part.

9781681195773 

Tower of Dawn  
Throne of Glass #6
Sarah J Maas
YounG ADuLT FicTion
Hardcover | $24.99 

In the next installment of the
New York Times bestselling 
Throne of Glass series, follow  
Chaol on his sweeping journey to  
a distant empire.9780525555360 

Turtles All the  
Way Down
John Green 
YounG ADuLT
Hardcover | $25.99 

This novel is by far Green’s 
 most difficult to read. It’s also 
his most astonishing…. 
 So surprising and moving and 
true that I became completely 
unstrung. A tender story about 
learning to cope when the 
world feels out of control.
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Jeune adulte / Crossover
War cross, Marie Lu 
YounG ADuLT FicTion
Hardcover | $24.99 

For the millions who log in every day, 

Warcross isn’t just a game — it’s a way 

of life. The obsession started ten years 

ago and its fan base now spans the 
globe, some eager to escape from reality 

and others hoping to make a profit.

9780399547966 

9780062467843 

Monster 
Gone #7 

Michael Grant 
YounG ADuLT  

FicTion
Hardcover |  23.99 

Acclaimed author Michael Grant 
delivers a stunning follow-up  

to the globally bestselling  
Gone series — Perfect for fans of 

Stephen King’s suspenseful writing. 

9781250044662 

Renegades 
Marissa Meyer 

YounG ADuLT FicTion 
Hardcover | $27.99 

A high-stakes world of adventure, 
passion, danger, and betrayal.

Secret Identities. Extraordinary  
Powers. She wants vengeance.  

He wants justice.

9781501147111 

Zero Repeat Forever
G S Prendergast
YounG ADuLT FicTion
Hardcover | $22.99 

The 5th Wave meets Beauty and 
the Beast in this fast-paced and 
heart-stopping novel about an 
invasion of murderous creatures and 

one girl fighting for her life at the 
end of the world.

9780545930802 

All the crooked 
Saints
Maggie Stiefvater 
JuveniLe FicTion
Hardcover | $22.99 

Maggie Stiefvater has been 
called “a master storyteller”.
Now, with All the Crooked Saints, 
she gives us the extraordinary 
story of an extraordinary family, 
a masterful tale of love, fear, 
darkness, and redemption.

9781443148863 

The Winnowing
vikki vanSickle 
YounG ADuLT  
FicTion 
Paperback | $10.99 

In a world where the familiar has 
sinister undertones, two friends 
are torn apart just when they 
need one another most. Can they 
both survive?
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Meilleurs vendeurs / Best Sellers

Two Kinds of Truth
Michael connelly
FicTion
Hardcover | $33.95 

Harry Bosch is back as a 
volunteer working cold cases 
for the San Fernando Police 
Department and is called out  
to a local drug store where  
a young pharmacist has  
been murdered.

9780316225908 

9780525955115 

Don’t Let Go
Harlan coben 
FicTion 
Hardcover | $37.99 

With unmatched suspense 
and emotional insight, Harlan 
Coben explores the big secrets 
and little lies that can destroy a 
relationship, a family, and even a 
town in this powerful new thriller.

9781501163401 

Sleeping Beauties 
Stephen King,  

owen King 
FicTion

Hardcover | $39.99 

In this spectacular father/son 
collaboration, Stephen King and 

Owen King tell the highest of 
high-stakes stories: what might 

happen if women disappeared 
from the world of men?

9780385514231 

origin 
Dan Brown 

FicTion 
Hardcover | $38.50 

Origin is stunningly 
inventive — Dan Brown’s 

 most brilliant and entertaining 
novel to date.

9780385541176 

The Rooster Bar
John Grisham
FicTion
Hardcover | $37.00 

#1 New York Times bestselling 
author John Grisham’s newest legal 
thriller takes you inside a law firm 
that’s on shaky ground. Pull up 
a stool, grab a cold one, and get 
ready to spend some time at  
The Rooster Bar.

9781455536948 

city of  
endless night
Douglas Preston,
Lincoln child 
FicTion
Hardcover | $36.50 

It begins as a manhunt for Grace 
Ozmian, the missing daughter of 
a wealthy tech billionaire. At first, 
the NYPD assumes Grace, beautiful, 
reckless, and a regular feature of 
the local tabloids, has simply sped 
off on another wild adventure.
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Sélection employés
The Force 

Don Winslow | FicTion | Paperback | $24.99  

Based on years of research inside the NYPD, this is the great cop novel of our 

time and a book only Don Winslow could write: a haunting and heartbreaking 

story of greed and violence, inequality and race, crime and injustice, retribution 

and redemption that reveals the seemingly insurmountable tensions between 

the police and the diverse citizens they serve.

9780062684288  

The Break 
Marian Keyes | FicTion | Paperback | $26.00  

The queen of intelligent women’s fiction’ Sunday Mirror ‘A glorious life-

affirming novel with Keyes on top form’ Woman & Home ‘When it comes 

to writing page-turners that put a smile on your face and make you think, 

Keyes is in a class of her own’ .

9780718179731  

The Short Stories of ernest Hemingway 

ernest Hemingway | FicTion | Hardcover | $47.00 

This collection includes the best of the well-known classics as well as 

unpublished stories, early drafts, and notes that provide fascinating insight 

into the writing process of one of America’s greatest storytellers.

9781476787626  

The Sun and Her Flowers 
Rupi Kaur | PoeTRY | Paperback | $19.99  

A vibrant and transcendent journey about growth and 

healing. Ancestry and honoring one’s roots. Expatriation 

and rising up to find a home within yourself.

9781501175268  

Strange the Dreamer 
Laini Taylor | YounG ADuLT FicTion
Hardcover | $24.99 

The dream chooses the dreamer, not the other way around — and Lazlo Strange, 

war orphan and junior librarian, has always feared that his dream chose poorly.

9780316341684  

Guy

Charles

Marie-Josée

Tracy

Olivia
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Staff Picks

A conjuring of Light : A novel Shades of Magic #3 v 

e Schwab | FicTion | Hardcover | $36.99  

Witness the fate of beloved heroes and notorious foes in the heart-stopping conclusion 

to V.E. Schwab’s New York Times bestselling Shades of Magic trilogy.

9780765387462   

in my Room 
Jo Witek, christine Roussey

JuveniLe FicTion | Ages 2-4 | Hardcover | $20.95  

A Book of Creativity and Imagination. In her room, one little girl can be anything 

she wants to be and go anywhere she wishes to go, all with the power of her 

imagination (and paper, markers, and crayons, of course!)

9781419726446

How to Talk to Angels 
Lucinda Gabriel 

BoDY MinD & SPiRi | Paperback | $18.50 

This practical guide shows you how to develop your intuition and your “clairs” 

to better communicate with angels and receive their sacred messages.

9780738750484   

King’s cage, Red Queen #3 
victoria Aveyard

YounG ADuLT FicTion | Ages 13+ | Hardcover | $24.99  

The #1 New York Times bestselling series! Perfect for fans of George R.R. 

Martin’s Game of Thrones series, King’s Cage is the third high-stakes installment 

in the #1 New York Times bestselling Red Queen series.

9780062310699   

Assassin’s Fate: Book iii of the Fitz and the Fool 

Robin Hobb | FicTion | Hardcover | $42.00 

“Every new Robin Hobb novel is a cause for celebration. Along with millions  

of her other fans, I delight in every visit to the Six Duchies, the Rain Wilds,  

and the Out Islands, and can’t wait to see where she’ll take me 

next.” — George R. R. Martin.

9780553392951   

Gabrielle

Marie-Michelle

Stéphanie

Tracy Alexe

Viviane
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Romans / Novels

The World of Tomorrow 
Brendan Mathews 
FicTion
Hardcover | $36.50 

One whirlwind week of love,  
blackmail, and betrayal in teeming 
prewar New York.

9780316382199 

9781501126062 

Sing, unburied, Sing
Jesmyn Ward  

FicTion
Hardcover | $35.00 

The heart of Jesmyn Ward’s Sing, 
Unburied, Sing is story — the 

yearning for a narrative to help us 
understand ourselves, the pain of 

the gaps we’ll never fill,  
the truths that are failed by words 

and must be translated through 
ritual and song...

9781501184192  

enemy of the State 
vince Flynn, Kyle Mills 

FicTion 
Paperback | $22.00   

In the #1 New York Times 
bestselling series’ latest thriller, 
Mitch Rapp finds himself alone 

and targeted by a country that is 
supposed to be one of America’s 

closest allies.

9780553448122   

Artemis
Andy Weir
FicTion
Hardcover | $36.00 

The bestselling author of 
 The Martian returns with an 
irresistible new near-future 
thriller — a heist story set  
on the moon.

9780316332835   

Persepolis Rising 
The expanse #7 
James S A corey 
Science-FicTion
Hardcover | $36.50 

In the thousand-sun network of 
humanity’s expansion, new colony 
worlds are struggling to find their way. 

Every new planet lives on a knife edge 

between collapse and wonder, and the 

crew of the aging gunship Rocinante 

have their hands more than full 
keeping the fragile peace.

9780007504121  

Fools and Mortals
Bernard cornwell 
FicTion 
Paperback | $22.99

A dramatic new departure 
 for international bestselling 
author Bernard Cornwell, FOOLS 
AND MORTALS takes us into  
the heart of the Elizabethan era, 
long one of his favourite periods 
of British history.
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Romans / Novels

in the Midst  
of Winter
isabel Allende 
FicTion
Paperback | $22.00 

Isabel Allende returns with a 
sweeping novel about three very 
different people who are brought 
together in a mesmerizing story 
that journeys from present-day 
Brooklyn to Guatemala in  
the recent past to 1970s Chile 
and Brazil.9781501183263 

9781101883976 

Past Perfect
Danielle Steel 
FicTion 
Hardcover | $38.99 

Past Perfect is a spellbinding 
story of two families living a 
hundred years apart who come 
together in time in a startling 
moment, opening the door to rare 
friendship and major events in 
early-twentieth-century history.

9781250122957  

Year one:  
chronicles  
of the one  
nora Roberts 

FicTion
Hardcover | $36.00 

A stunning new epic novel of 
hope and horror, chaos and 
magick, and a journey that 

will unite a desperate group of 
people to fight the battle of their 

lives…from the world of men?

9781250066190  

Glass Houses 
Louise Penny 

FicTion 
Hardcover | $33.99 

In Glass Houses Louise Penny 
shatters the conventions of 
the crime novel to explore 

what Gandhi called the court 
of conscience. A court that 

supersedes all others.

9781501183874  

The Rules of Magic
Alice Hoffman
FicTion
Paperback | $22.00 

Thrilling and exquisite, real and 
fantastical, The Rules of Magic is 
a story about the power of love 
reminding us that the only remedy 
for being human is to be true  
to yourself.

9781501183775  

Manhattan Beach
Jennifer egan 
FicTion
Paperback | $24.99 

With the atmosphere of a noir 
thriller, Egan’s first historical novel 
follows Anna and Styles into a 
world populated by gangsters, 
sailors, divers, bankers, and 
union men. 
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adventurepress.ca

Super Agent Jon Le Bon! Vol. 7 
The Ultimate Symbol
Alex A.
ADVENTURE PRESS
Age : 8 and up
$12.95 

A graphic novel series that’s funny, offbeat  
and brilliant!

Jimmy Tornado, Book 1 
The Shadow of Steel
Frédéric Antoine and 
Jean-François Vachon 
ADVENTURE PRESS
Age : 9 and up
$16.95 

A new series packed with  
adventures and mysteries!

Mini-Jon’s Experiments, Book 1
Alex A. 
ADVENTURE PRESS
Age : 6 and up
$14.95 

Welcome to the exciting world of Mini-Jon,  
where humour, adventure and science come 
together and where almost anything can happen! 

This Christmas, give the gift of reading… 

graphic novels!
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Biographie / Biography

Histoire / History

 
endurance

Scott Kelly 
BioGRAPHY & AuToBioGRAPHY

Hardcover | $34.00 
A stunning, personal memoir from the astronaut 

and modern-day hero who spent a record-breaking 
year aboard the International Space Station.

9780735233713 

 
Stalin 

Stephen Kotkin 
BioGRAPHY & AuToBioGRAPHY

Hardcover | $54.00 
Pulitzer Prize-finalist Stephen Kotkin has written the 

definitive biography of Joseph Stalin, from collectivization 
and the Great Terror to the conflict with Hitler’s Germany 

that is the signal event of modern world history.

9781594203800  

 
Leonardo da vinci 

Walter isaacson
BioGRAPHY & AuToBioGRAPHY

Hardcover | $45.00 
A powerful story of an exhilarating  

mind and life....the book is a study in creativity: 
how to define it, how to achieve it.

9781501139154  

A column of Fire,  
Kingsbridge #3

Ken Follett 
FicTion | Hardcover | $45.00 

As Europe erupts, can one young spy protect 
his queen? International bestselling author Ken 

Follett takes us deep into the treacherous world of 
powerful monarchs, intrigue, murder, and treason 
with his magnificent new epic, A Column of Fire.

9780525954972 

 
The Raftsmen 

Ryan Barnett, Dmitry Bondarenk 
HiSToRY | Hardcover | $24.95 

A dramatic and thrilling portrait of a long-forgotten 
true adventure and astounding seafaring 

achievement.  In The Raftsmen, author and 
documentary filmmaker Ryan Barnett takes readers 

on an astonishing maritime adventure set in the 
aftermath of World War II.

9781770859784 

A History of canada  
in Ten Maps

Adam Shoalts 
HiSToRY | Hardcover | $36.00 
Every map tells a story. And every map  

has a purpose--it invites us to go somewhere  
we’ve never been. It’s an account of what  

we know, but also a trace of what we long for.

9780670069460 

adventurepress.ca

Super Agent Jon Le Bon! Vol. 7 
The Ultimate Symbol
Alex A.
ADVENTURE PRESS
Age : 8 and up
$12.95 

A graphic novel series that’s funny, offbeat  
and brilliant!

Jimmy Tornado, Book 1 
The Shadow of Steel
Frédéric Antoine and 
Jean-François Vachon 
ADVENTURE PRESS
Age : 9 and up
$16.95 

A new series packed with  
adventures and mysteries!

Mini-Jon’s Experiments, Book 1
Alex A. 
ADVENTURE PRESS
Age : 6 and up
$14.95 

Welcome to the exciting world of Mini-Jon,  
where humour, adventure and science come 
together and where almost anything can happen! 

This Christmas, give the gift of reading… 

graphic novels!
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Sports / Sports

Hockey now 
Mike Ryan 
SPoRTS & RecReATion
Paperback | $24.95  

In its ninth edition, Hockey Now! 
is still the most insightful and 
well-designed book on the players 
suiting up in the NHL today.

9781770859586   

9780771027475   

Game change
Ken Dryden  

SPoRTS & RecReATion
Hardcover | $32.00 

In his most powerful and  
important book yet, Game Change, 

Ken Dryden tells the riveting story 
of one player’s life, examines the 

intersection between science 
and sport.

9780771051210   

100 Years,  
100 Moments 

Scott Morrison 
SPoRTS & RecReATion 

Hardcover | $50.00 

For the NHL’s 100th season,  
a fan-friendly, argument starter  

of a book, compiling the  
100 most impactful moments  

in league history.

9781443450904    

Against All odds
P J naworynski
SPoRTS & RecReATion
Paperback | $24,99 

The Untold Story of Canada’s 
Unlikely Hockey Heroes. Against 
All Odds is the inspiring untold story 

of a group of determined men, fresh 

from the battlefields of WWII, who 
surprised a nation and the world.

9780345816719   

How We Did it
Karl Subban & S. colby 
SPoRTS & RecReATion
Hardcover | $32.00 

The ultimate hockey dad, Karl Subban 

is a former school principal and father 

of five. Karl’s inspirational and moving 

story follows the hockey journey from 

house league to the big leagues and 

shows how to grow the unlimited 
potential that is in every child.

9780544435247 

Ali: A Life 
Jonathan eig 
SPoRTS & RecReATion 
Hardcover | $40.00

He was the wittiest, the prettiest, 
the strongest, the bravest, and, of 
course, the greatest (as he told us 
himself). Muhammad Ali was one 
of the twentieth century’s most 
fantastic figures and arguably the 
most famous man on the planet.
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Humour  / Humour

Cuisine / Cooking

Beauté / Beauty
Rhett & Link’s Book of Mythicality 

HuMoR 
Ages 14+
Hardcover | $28.00 
From the YouTube superstars and 
creators of Good Mythical Morning 
comes the ultimate guide to living 
a “Mythical” life, Thanks for reading 
this description. You’re obviously a 
curious person, which means you’ve 
already taken your first step towards 
achieving Mythicality.9780451496294

9781910904701   

exploring &  
Tasting Wine 

Berry Bros &  
Rudd Wine School 

cooKinG 
Hardcover | $33.95 

Explore the pleasures of wine  
with the experts from an award-

winning wine school!

This is not a book for wine snobs, 
it simply helps you answer the 

most pressing question of all:  
Is it good to drink?

9780147529947    

Sweet: Desserts from 
London’s ottolenghi 
Yotam ottolenghi,  
Helen Goh
cooKinG
Hardcover | $45.00 

A collection of over 110 recipes  
for sweets, baked goods,  
and confections from superstar  
chef Yotam Ottolenghi.9780143190516    

The Simple Bites 
Kitchen
Aimee Wimbush-Bourque 
cooKinG
Paperback | $32.00 

Delicious, wholesome family-
friendly recipes from the creator 
of the award-winning Simple 
Bites blog. Toasty warm in the 
winter and cool in the summer, 
Aimée’s comfortable kitchen is a 
place where the family gathers, 
cooks together, and celebrates 
everyday life.

Robert Jones’ Makeup Masterclass
Robert Jones 
HeALTH & FiTneSS 
Paperback | $33.00 
A Complete Course in Makeup 
for All Levels, Beginner to 
Advanced.

9781592337835

9780451499127   

Masterchef  
Junior cookbook
Junior Masterchef & 

christina Tosi  
cooKinG | Ages 8-12

Paperback | $25.99 

Creativity, hard work, and lots  
of fun — that’s what it takes  

to cook like a master.
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Affaires / Business

Science / Science

Divertissement / Entertainment

 
How We can 
Win
A. Lacavera, 
K. Fillion  
BuSineSS & 
econoMicS
Hardcover 
$34.00 

Our kids are smart, our banks are sound, our 
health care system is humane, our democracy is 
stable — but technological change is about to 

disrupt our economy and threaten our way of life. 
Canadians aren’t ready for the race to the future. 

Can we still catch up — or even win?

9780735272590 

The Astronomy 
Book
Jacqueline Mitton  
Science /  
ASTRonoMY
Hardcover 
$32.00 

An essential guide to milestone developments  
in astronomy, telling the story of our ideas about 
space, time, and the physics of the cosmos —  

from ancient times to the present day.

9781465464187 

Ripley’s 
Believe it or 
not! Shatter 
Your Senses!  
Storm Dunlop, 
Wil Tirion  
ReFeRence  
Ages 8-12
Hardcover 
$34.95 

Filled with thousands of strange stories,  
bizarre feats, and hair-raising oddities from  

around the world.

9781609911782   

 
Blue ocean 
Shift: Beyond 
competing 
W chan Kim,  
Renee Mauborgne 
BuSineSS & 
econoMicS
Hardcover 
$36.50 

BLUE OCEAN SHIFT is packed with all-new research 
and examples of how leaders in diverse industries  

and organizations made the shift and created  
new markets by applying the process and tools 

outlined in the book.

9780316314046  

How to Build 
a universe 
Ben Gilliland  
Science /  
ASTRonoMY
Hardcover 
$27.95 

The universe — demystified! Using a  
combination of eye-catching graphics, humor,  

and erudite storytelling.

9781454915904 

Guinness World 
Records 2018 
JuveniLe 
nonFicTion
Hardcover 
$34.95 

As ever, it’s packed with hundreds of  
never-before-seen photographs, thousands  

of superlative stats, facts and figures,  
and a multitude of new features.

9781910561720 

 
The Power  
of Moments
chip Heath,  
Dan Heath 
BuSineSS & 
econoMicS
Hardcover 
$39.00 

The bestselling authors of Switch and Made to Stick 
explore why certain brief experiences can jolt us 
and elevate us and change us — and how we  

can learn to create such extraordinary moments  
in our life and work.

9781501147760  

2018 Guide 
to the  
night Sky  
Storm Dunlop, 
Wil Tirion  
Science /  
ASTRonoMY
Paperback 
$14.95 

The ideal resource for beginning  
sky watchers in 2018.

9781770859166  

Ripley’s  
Fun Facts & 
Silly Stories  
Storm Dunlop, 
Wil Tirion  
JuveniLe 
nonFicTion 
Ages 7-10
Hardcover 

 $20.95 
The Mane Event! is tailored for the curious kids 

ages 7 to 10. Interactive puzzles, fun games, and 
fascinating trivia make this big book entertaining 

for even the most reluctant reader.

9781609911843   

How to 
Build a 
universe
From the  
Big Bang  
to the  
end  
oF the  
Universe

Ben Gilliland  
Winner, 2013 sir arthur Clarke award for space achievement in media

How
 to Build a universe

 From the  
Big Bang  

to the  
end oF the 

Universe
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The Big Bang: just three trivial, monosyllabic, and simple words  

to describe how a Universe of almost incalculable size was born.  

In fact, the term Big Bang was coined by someone who didn’t 

believe in the concept, and meant it as a disparaging put-down.

Today, however, the Big Bang theory is one of 

the most successful ideas in science. So how 

did we get to this point, and how does the 

theory explain the existence of the world  

and the cosmos as we know them today?  

Ben Gilliland, author of the Metro’s popular MetroCosm 

column, is on hand to explain how the idea of the Universe “being born” came 

to be, and talks us through the key principles of astrophysics, with a step-by-step 

guide to creating a cosmos.

From the first particles of matter and atomic building-blocks to hydrogen fusion, 

large galaxies, and supermassive black holes, with a healthy dose of history and  

fun facts to glue everything together, this is your 

very own guide to How to Build a Universe.

Author Ben Gilliland joined the Metro 

newspaper in 1999 as graphics editor, and in 

2005 became the creator of its science column, 

MetroCosm. He uses MetroCosm to ambush 

unwary commuters who may not actively seek 

out science stories and (attempt) to dazzle and 

amaze them with some pretty complex science 

(cunningly disguised as something bright, 

colorful and fun).

Gilliland has spoken about science journalism 

at the Royal Aeronautical Society and regularly 

teaches at Queen Mary, University of London. 

He was also shortlisted, along with BBC 

Online and BBC’s Sky at Night magazine, 

for the 2010 Sir Arthur Clarke Award for 

Best Space Reporting—which he didn’t win. 

Buoyed by the near miss, he left the Metro 

newspaper to pursue a freelance career and a 

life of poverty. 

He was nominated for the 2011 Sir Arthur 

Clarke Award for Space Achievement in 

Media, but didn’t win that one either. Finally, 

in 2013, he was awarded the Sir Arthur Clarke 

Award for Space Achievement in Media. (He 

is seeking therapy to address his propensity to 

talk about himself in the third-person.)

Using a mixture of eye-catching graphics, 

humor, and good old science, Ben 

Gilliland, creator of the Metro’s popular 

MetroCosm column, shows us how the 

cosmos came to be, unraveling the complex 

concepts surrounding the birth and 

development of the galaxies. 

Each chapter builds the universe piece by 

piece—from the making of matter, to the life 

and death of a star, to the creation of the solar 

system—while highlighting such discoveries as 

the cosmic microwave background, and a whole 

lot of other universe-building necessities. 

With out-of-this world images and fact boxes 

interspersed throughout, you’ll be mastering 

the universe in no time at all. 

How to Build a universe
From the Big Bang to the end oF the Universe

Manufactured in China

ISBN 978-1-4549-1590-4

9 781 45 4 91 5 904

5 2 4 9 5>

How to 
Build a 
universe
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Nature / Nature
Rover 
Andrew Grant 
PeTS
Hardcover | $40.00  

Contains 360 of Andrew Grant’s 
most appealing photographs of 
dogs. Some are the best friends 
of lucky owners, and some, 
sadly, are homeless.

9781770859890   

9781770859661   

Moose 
Mark Raycroft 

nATuRe 
Paperback | $19.95 

Moose features the biology 
and natural history of the 
northwood’s largest land 

mammal. Illustrated with 140 
exquisite photographs of famed 
wilderness photographer Mark 

Raycroft, this book celebrates 
this magnificent and elusive 

forest giant.

9781770859593    

The Horse
Sabine Stuewer,  

emmanuelle Brengard
nATuRe

Hardcover | $29.95 

An intimate view into horses’ true 
nature. This gorgeous book presents 

the noble and powerful horse in 

spellbinding photographs, revealing 
text, and extended captions.

9781443451512 

The Ghost orchard 
Helen Humphreys 
nATuRe 
Hardcover | $29.99

In telling this hidden history, 
Humphreys writes movingly about 
the experience of her research, 
something she undertook as one 
of her closest friends was dying. 
The result is a book that is both 
personal and universal, combining 
engaging storytelling, historical 
detail, and deep emotional insight.

9781478971160   

Walking with Peety: 
The Dog Who  
Saved My Life 
eric o’Grey,  
Mark Dagostino  
PeTS
Hardcover | $34.00 

WALKING WITH PEETY is for anyone 
who is ready to make a change in 
his or her life, and for everyone who 
knows the joy, love, and hope that 
dogs can bring. This is more than a 
tale of mutual rescue. This is an epic 
story of friendship and strength.

Over 70,000 audiobooks are now  
available from La Maison Anglaise
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